GLENROTHES HILLWALKERS CLUB
WALKING PROGRAMME July-Dec 2022

BUS AND TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS
The bus departs from the car park at Glenrothes Town Centre outside Boots at 7.30am. To guarantee a seat on
the bus it must be booked and paid for on the Tuesday Club Night preceding the Sunday walk.
Please note that booking a seat results in an obligation to pay irrespective of whether the individual subsequently
cancels. Refunds can only be given if you arrange for someone to take your place.
Bus Convenor/Walks

Murray Wilson

George Walkingshaw

e-mail

buses@glenrotheshillwalkers.co.uk

01592 744857
07876381082

ghcchair@gmail.com

NOTES ON CLUB WALKS
Safety and Good Practice
Members are responsible for their own safety and should contribute to safe completion of the walk by all, within the
estimated time. In the event of members being unable to complete the walk, at least two others, or the whole
group, should accompany them off the hill.
You’ll be out all day on most walks. Check that you have:
o
o
o
+

Waterproof jacket and trousers
Spare clothing in your rucksack
Extra food and drink for unexpected delays or emergencies
A map & compass and the necessary skills to use them.

Further advice and help can be found in the Information Pack and by talking to members of the committee.
Description of Levels of Walks
o
o
o

A) Means a challenging route for people with hillwalking experience and knowledge of how to navigate in
poor conditions. Summits and ridges, usually 1000 metres/3000ft plus ‘Munros’. Winter will often require
B2 boots, ice axe and crampons.
B) Means a high level route at a slightly slower pace, often one Munro or a Corbett. You should also know
how to navigate in poor conditions. B2 boots, ice axe and crampons may still be required in winter.
C) A lower level walk, often on paths and tracks but may also cross open countryside. The route could be
steep in parts. In winter icy paths may be encountered but should not require an ice axe.

Time estimator factors used in this set of walks
Grade of Walk
Average Pace
km/hr
A
4.5
B
4.0
C
4.0

Ascent Factor
1hr per 400m
1hr per 350m
1hr per 300m

In addition to this there will usually be approximately 40 minutes of stoppage time for every 6 hours of walking.
Stoppage times have been included in the overall walking time
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Sun 10th July

Crianlarich

An Caisteall GR378193 & Beinn a’ Chroin GR388186

Walk A

OS51/56

Start from the car park just off the A82 GR368238 & follow the track under the railway line &
over the River Falloch by the bridge & up the W side of the river.
Leave the track after about approx 1km and climb S up the grassy slopes of Sron Garbh(2hrs)
following the path along the ridge (Twisting Hill), this is quite level for a good bit before the final
climb over a rocky knoll to the summit of An Caisteall(1hr 10mins)
Descend the S ridge which is grassy at first but gets steeper and rockier lower down towards
the bealach(30mins), you now climb the zig zag path on the craggy NW ridge of Beinn a’ Chroin
(45mins)
For the return route you now descend E towards the col between the 2 tops .942 & .940 & turn
NE down the grassy ridge, heading for the stream junction in the Coire Earb
GR390207(50mins)
Continue down the Coire on the W side of the River Falloch to meet the track back to the
starting point(1hr)
14km & 1000mts climbing approx 7hrs

Walk B

An Caisteall GR378193

OS51/56

Same route as group A but returning to the start point by the outward route
Start to approx GR375230(30mins), Sron Garbh (1hr 40mins), An Caisteall (1hr 30mins)
Return to start (1hr 30mins)
10km & 850mts climbing approx 6hrs

Walk C

Glen Ogle, Glen Dubh & Glen Kendrum Circular

OS51

Start from the car park at the top of Glen Ogle GR560280 & follow the minor road to Glenogle
Cottages, then in to the forest as far as GR543293, taking the track on your left, this track exits
the forest & in to Gleann Dubh at GR531281(1hr 20mins)
The track climbs steadily S as it passes between the 2 Corbetts of Creag MacRanaich & Meall
an t-Seallaidh, luvly open country(2hrs)
The track now descends in to Glen Kendrum where it reaches the old railway line at
GR578227(1hr 20mins)
Follow the path just NE of Edinchip as it drops down to the Rob Roy Way, then past Craggan,
then a walk along the pavement & in to Lochearnhead & pick up at the pub(1hr)
16km & 450mts climbing approx 6.5hrs

Drop off C then A & B
Pick up A & B then C
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Sun 7th Aug
Walk A

Cairngorms
Bynack More GR042063

OS36

Start at the Reindeer centre GR978098 & take the road heading E past Glenmore Lodge, then
swings NE to Lochan Uaine(The Green Lochan)50mins. Just past the Lochan the path splits
GR003111, take the right fork & on to the bridge over the River Nethy(1hr)
The track now climbs steadily SE until GR039087 where the track splits again(1hr 30mins)
You are now heading S & climbing quite steeply for about 1km to the summit of Bynack
More(1hr 20mins)
Return by the outward route, Bynack More to the bridge(1hr 10mins), bridge to Reindeer
Centre(1hr 30mins), take time to visit the Green lochan, a gorgeous spot.
22km & 950mts climbing approx 8hrs

Walk B

Cairn Gorm GR005040 & Cairn Lochan GR985026

OS36

Start from the ski centre car park GR990060 & take the path that heads SE to Sron an Aonaich,
then S to the Ptarmigan Restaurant(1hr 40mins) & still heading S to Cairn Gorm(50mins)
Walking W follow the rim of Choire Chais & Coire an Sneachda, past spot height 1176 to Cairn
Lochan(1hr 20mins). Keep following the rim of the Coire before dropping down to spot height
1083(30mins). From here climb NW to Lurcher’s Crag GR970034(40mins).
After Lurcher’s Crag go down the ridge N & NE to pick up the path coming from the Chalamain
Gap(do not go in to the Gap), keep following the path back to the Sugar Bowl car park
GR985074 & the pick up point(1hr 10mins)
14km & 950mts climbing approx 7hrs

Walk C

Loch an Eilein GR898088 to Loch Morlich GR955098

OS36

Start at minor road opposite the visitor centre at Inverdruie GR903108, walking SE towards
Blackpark GR905099, keeping right at the junction past Croft & the car park for Loch an Eilein
reaching the loch after approx 1hr
Follow the path on the W side of the loch reaching Loch Gamma(50mins). Follow the path
around the loch, then the E side of Loch an Eilein to GR905078, turn right here & walk on the
track to another junction GR16079, there’s a signpost here for Loch Morlich(1hr 40mins).
Follow this path E to the Cairngorm Footbridge GR928079(20mins). This path follows through
the forest for approx 3km until it meets the path coming from Rothiemurchus Lodge
GR938075(50mins)
The track now heads NE to the W end of Loch Morlich(1hr 40mins), turn right & follow the path
at the side of the loch to the pick up point at the reindeer Centre(1hr)
18km & 300mts climbing approx 6.5hrs
There’s plenty of time on this walk to enjoy the scenery around the 3 lochs

Start C then A & B
Pick up B then A & C
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Sun 11th Sept

Loch Lomond

Walk A & B

Ben Vane

OS56

Start from Inveruglas Visitor centre GR322099
Take care crossing the busy A82 road to pick up the path heading SW next to the road, after
approx 1km turn right on to a tarmac road that leads under the railway, you then pass an
Electric Sub Station, ignore all tracks leading off to the right & left but keep walking straight
ahead W.
Cross the bridge over the Inveruglas Water at GR299095(1hr 10mins)
Approx 400mts after the bridge the track crosses a burn, ignore the first boggy path off to the
right, instead take a stepped path just beyond that avoids the wet & boggy ground.
It is now a steep & zig zag climb up a rocky & sometimes eroded path, care must be taken,
more so when descending.
There are several false summits before you eventually reach the flat plateau & the summit(3hrs)
There are(hopefully) stunning views to Loch Sloy & back towards Loch Lomond & over to the
Arrochar Alps.
Return by the outward route
11km & 930mts climbing approx 6.5hrs
This is timed at B pace

Walk C

Inveruglas –Tarbet via Loch Sloy & The Cowal Way

OS56

Start the walk the same as A & B but when reaching the bridge at GR299095(1hr 15mins) keep
following the track NW till it reaches the Dam & Loch Sloy(1hr)
Return back the way you came to GR302092 & the bridge over the Inveruglas Water where you
will pick up the Cowal Way as it heads S through Glen Loin(50 mins)
This path goes all the way to the caravan/campsite at Arrochar(1hr 30mins)
The path runs high above Loch Fyne before swinging E towards Tarbet Railway station.
You go underneath the railway then along the pavement next to the A83 & in to Tarbet & the
pick up point at the Hotel(1hr)
16km & 500mts climbing approx6.5hrs

Drop off Altogether
Pick up A & B then C
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Sun 9th Oct

Walk A & B

Drumochter

Sgairneach Mhor 732599GR & Beinn Udlamain GR579740

OS42

The walk starts from Layby 79 on the A9.
Follow the old road from the layby through a gate then to the left, parallel with the A9, after a
short distance turn right on to a track which slopes down to pass under the railway line, heading
for the track that heads in to Coire Dhomain.
Continue along the track for approx 2km where there is a bridge across the burn(45mins),
following the track around to the left you now have to climb a boggy path heading for the
bealach W of spot height .758(1hr).
Cross the grassy gully below the bealach & continue up the ridge towards the summit & your
first Munro of the day((1hr 10 mins)
Descend from the top over mossy turf, heading SW then NW before dropping down to the
bealach at the head of Coire Dhomhain(45mins)
From the bealach a path heads uphill, the path gradually getting stonier, passing an old
collapsed shelter, eventually reaching the huge cairn on the summit.(50mins) This is the highest
of the Drumochter Munros.
Continue NE & over a wee bump before dropping steeply to the E, continuing to the bealach at
860mts before striking steeply down awkward heather, this is tough going, head for the bottom
of the stream at GR600746(50mins)
After eventually reaching the track in Coire Dhomhain turn left & head back to the start point(1hr
10mins)
16km & 850mts climbing approx 7hrs

You can return to the start after the first Munro

This is timed at B pace

Walk C

Glen Banvie Wood & Falls of Bruar

OS43

Start the walk from the Atholl Arms Hotel car park, walk E along the main road to the junction
with the minor road that takes you to the Old Bridge of Tilt. Turn left & go over the bridge,
keeping on this road/track until the bridge over the Banvie Burn at GR858674(1hr 25mins)
Cross the bridge to the W side of the Banvie Burn & now turning right following the track NW as
it skirts the perimeter of Banvie Wood where at GR 825697(1hr 30mins) the track now swings S
& in to the woods. After approx 3.5km you come to a junction of tracks(ignore the first one) at
GR825665(50mins), turn right along the track for approx 0.5km then turn right on to the path
that takes you up to the Falls of Bruar(20mins) a luvly spot.
Return to the junction at GR825665 & continue E to another junction at 845663(50mins), turn
right & after approx. 400mts turn left on to a minor road that takes you along towards Old Blair
From here pick up the road/track that takes you through the grounds of Blair Castle & back to
the starting point(1hr 10mins)
18km & 400mts climbing approx6.5hrs
Drop off C first then A & B
Pick up A & B then C
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Sun 13th Nov
A & B Walk

Glenshee

OS43

Carn an Tuirc GR174805 Cairn of Claise GR185789 Glas Maol GR167767

Start from the car park at GR145807 & cross the A93 to pick up the distinct path that runs SE &
NE along the unnamed burn.
At approx GR160803(50mins) the path starts to climb more steeply towards the old shieling at
GR172810(1hr 10mins), you now climb the steep N slopes of Carn an Turic on to the plateau &
the cairn is at the W end of the plateau(45mins), first Munro of the day.
In bad visibility careful navigation is needed to cross the featureless ground towards your 2 nd
Munro.
From Carn an Turic head E for approx 900mts(15mins) before turning SSE over slightly rising
ground to the summit of Cairn of Claise(45mins) you won’t feel as if you’ve done any climbing at
all.
You now follow the path in a SW direction above Garbh Choire on your right, passing a small
lochan & Craigie Glasalt on your left until you reach the N slopes of Glas Maol & is now just a
small climb to the summit(1hr 10mins), the 3rd & last Munro.
From Glas Maol follow the path NW where it drops down a steep slope towards Meall Odhar &
keep following the well worn track as it follows the ski tow down to the main road & the large car
park & the pick up point.
14km & 800mts climbing approx 6.5hs
This is timed at B pace

Walk C

Cateran Trail
Spittal of Glenshee-Enochdhu-Kirkmichael

OS43

From the Spittall we follow the Cateran Trail SW to Enochdhu then SE to Kirkmichael, I think
this is one of the best sections of the Trail. This is an easy going walk with most of the climbing
done at the beginning.
From the Spittal climb over the stile & take the path SW up towards An Lairig GR095685(1hr
40mins)
You now descend towards the bothy GR083674(30mins) a luvly spot to have a break. Just after
the bothy there’s a track on your left which loops around & meets the Trail again further on at
GR073644, this adds about 30mins to the walk, a decision can be made on the day.
Still heading SW you enter Calamanach Wood(30mins), ignoring all tracks heading left & right
keep going until you reach the village of Enochdhu(1hr)
From Enochdhu take the minor road over the River Ardle, turn left & follow the trail SE to
Kirkmichael approx 4.5km(1hr 20mins)
The pick up will be at the Hotel
14km & 400mts climbing approx 5.5hrs
As there is plenty of time on this walk, after crossing the bridge at Enochdhu you can make a
small detour & go NW to visit the Standing Stone Field Centre
Start C then A & B
Pick up A & B then C
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Sun 11th Dec
A & B & C Walk

East Lothian Coastal Path

OS66

Gosforth Sands-North Berwick

Start at the car park for Gosforth Sands GR441777, follow the John Muir Way as it runs beside
the A198 road towards Aberlady but leave the Way at GR449790 and take the track on your left
that heads out to Craigielaw Point and Aberlady Point meeting up again with the JMW at
Aberlady.
Go over the wooden Bridge at Aberlady Bay and take the path heading for Gullane Point, you
are now following the coastal path NE and E as it winds it’s way along the beaches, sand dunes
at rocks as it makes it’s way to North Berwick.
This is one of the finest coastal walks in Scotland with views out to May Island, Fidra and the
Bass Rock with an abundance of wildlife don’t forget to bring your binoculars.
At the end of the walk there will be time for a festive drink in one of the pubs before heading
home.
20km & 185mts climbing approx 6hrs
Start altogether
Pick up altogether
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Members booked on a club walk should continually check the weather forecast/club
website/e-mails for any changes to the planned walk, the club will try and offer an
alternative walk if possible
If in any doubt contact the bus/walks convenor/chair
If anybody would like to suggest a specific walk they would like to do then contact
Murray Wilson…buses@glenrotheshillwalkers.co.uk

Alternative Walks

Pentlands Nine Mile Burn—Flotterstone 11km & 650mts climbing approx 5hrs OS66
Kenmore—Acharn—Aberfeldy RobRoy Way 18km & 500mts climbing approx 7hrs OS52
Crianlarich April 2021 Club Walk
Cairngorms Aug Club Walk 2020
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